Studies on the dynamics of holographic pattern formation in photosensitive polymers, gaining deeper insight into the specific material transformations, are essential for improvements in holographic recording as well as in integrated optics. Here we investigate the kinetics of volume hologram formation in an organic cationic ring-opening polymerization system. The time evolution of the grating strength and the grating phase is presented. We found two steps of growth, separated by a depletion of the light diffraction. Capable to explore this growing behavior, a transition-theory of the refractive index contrast is established. Accordingly the growth curves appear to be ruled by the interplay of polymerization and diffusion. Hence the grating formation mechanisms can be qualified as competing effects regarding the contribution to the refractive index change. We investigate the influence of the preparation and exposure procedure on the transition and consider the usability for integrated wave guide functions. , and thus under extensive studies [7] [8] [9] . Appropriate models for the freeradical polymerization are continually improved and extended [10] [11] [12] . The performance of cationic ring-opening polymerization (CROP) systems differ in many respects from those of the free-radical polymerization 13, 14 . The low termination rate results in living polymerization, with the result of significant dark reaction 15 . Advantages and performance appraisal criteria are no need for solvent processing, good dimensional stability, variable thickness, high energetic sensitivity, large dynamic range and sharp angular selectivity [16] [17] [18] [19] . Here we investigate an epoxy based guest-host CROP material, developed by microresist technology, with a convincing performance and a free surface, showing great promise for advanced integrated systems 16 . The results section is structured as follows. Firstly we present the real-time observation of the grating formation. Subsequently we describe how far the found two-step growth infringes the expectations, based on appropriate models. Earlier observations of two-step grating growth notwithstanding 20 , comprehensive investigation and adequate interpretation of this effect remains outstanding. Consequently and specifically for the purpose of interpreting the growing behavior a Dn-transitiontheory is established. The third paragraph presents a grating phase shift measurement for corroboration of the theory. The final part deals with consequences regarding the preparation and exposure procedures, i.e. the dependence of the Dn-transition on the grating period, on the material's viscosity and on the exposure duration. The corresponding experimental results meet the expectations from the Dn-transition theory introduced here.
H olography and photolithography arise in a powerful combination to create complex structures for micromechanical and photonic devices 1, 2 with potential applications in optics and electronics, as well as for tissue engineering, cell biology and medicinal science 3 . Fundamental material research on pattern formation is prerequisite for future innovations in all those fields 4 . Particularly the dynamics of volume hologram formation in photopolymers is of high interest for practical applications 5 , mainly with respect to the high flexibility and optimization ability of photopolymers 6 , and thus under extensive studies [7] [8] [9] . Appropriate models for the freeradical polymerization are continually improved and extended [10] [11] [12] . The performance of cationic ring-opening polymerization (CROP) systems differ in many respects from those of the free-radical polymerization 13, 14 . The low termination rate results in living polymerization, with the result of significant dark reaction 15 . Advantages and performance appraisal criteria are no need for solvent processing, good dimensional stability, variable thickness, high energetic sensitivity, large dynamic range and sharp angular selectivity [16] [17] [18] [19] . Here we investigate an epoxy based guest-host CROP material, developed by microresist technology, with a convincing performance and a free surface, showing great promise for advanced integrated systems 16 . The results section is structured as follows. Firstly we present the real-time observation of the grating formation. Subsequently we describe how far the found two-step growth infringes the expectations, based on appropriate models. Earlier observations of two-step grating growth notwithstanding 20 , comprehensive investigation and adequate interpretation of this effect remains outstanding. Consequently and specifically for the purpose of interpreting the growing behavior a Dn-transitiontheory is established. The third paragraph presents a grating phase shift measurement for corroboration of the theory. The final part deals with consequences regarding the preparation and exposure procedures, i.e. the dependence of the Dn-transition on the grating period, on the material's viscosity and on the exposure duration. The corresponding experimental results meet the expectations from the Dn-transition theory introduced here.
Results
Grating growth. The experimental result of the time resolved diffraction efficiency g(t) exhibits two separated steps of growth. With the objective of standardization we define the dimensionless time t~t t T , where t T is the time separating the two growth steps: g(t T ) 5 0 with t T ? 0. A typical growth curve is shown in Fig. 1 . The first growth starts with the beginning of the exposure at t 5 0. According to the living polymerization it does not stop at the end of the exposure. The first growth is separated from the second growth by a depletion of the diffraction efficiency around t 5 1. For t . 1 the efficiency rises again up to a saturation value. The growth curve in Fig. 1 corresponds to an exposure time of 15 seconds and t T 5 200 s.
To explore the observed growth curve progression we analyze the cause of diffraction. The first order diffraction efficiency g at a given probe wavelength l and probe angle q p depends on the layer thickness d and the refractive index contrast Dn. Attention should be paid to the independence on the sign of Dn:
We maintain probe wavelength, probe angle and layer thickness. Thus the grating growth can clearly be assigned to the time evolution of the refractive index contrast. The most evident potential cause for a decrease of the diffraction efficiency by means of equation (1) Modeling. For modeling of the grating growth the time evolution of Dn is needed. Parameter to be taken into account for a change of the refractive index beyond chemical composition are, according to the Clausius-Mossotti relation: molecular polarizability, density and molar mass 23 . In general a saturated growth is expected from theory 24 and was confirmed experimentally 25, 26 . A reasonable assumption 27 is
where r controls the rise, s 5 Dn(t R ') is the saturation value and t 0 the starting time of the grating growth. At any rate the growth curves we observed are not in compliance with this condition. This necessitates model extension and additional assumptions.
To explore the growth curve progression shown in Fig. 1 we hypothesize a transition of the refractive index contrast at t 5 1. As a consequence of the square sine symmetry of equation (1) the diffraction efficiency is independent on the sign of Dn. Whereas a Dnchange of sign must cause a zero point of diffraction. We call this zero point the transition point, starting from the assumption that the system develops initially a positive contribution to the refractive index change (h n . 0 ) Dn . 0), which is finally predominated by a negative change (h n , 0), with the result of Dn , 0 for t . 1. The appropriate mechanisms are in line with the expectations, based on the system design and will be described below. An overview of the based physico-chemical processes and schematic diagram of the refractive index change according to the Dn-transition is displayed in Fig. 2 .
The first step of growth, we reckon to be attributed to a positive refractive index contrast, is presumably caused by ring opening and covalent bond on the host system. This is plausible under the conception, that charge transfer on the molecular level is more easily induced in case of an open ring, considering the localization of the charge distant from the nuclei. The arithmetical reasons can be found in the molar refraction model. According to the correlation with the chemical structure the refractive index can be calculated using the atomic-, group and bond contributions to the molar refraction. Herein the ring structure represents an constitutional increment with a negative sign 23 . Consequently the opening of the ring results in a positive contribution to the molar refraction. Hence already the ring-opening of the functional group, which is the initial step of the grating formation, prior to cross linking and a fortiori prior to diffusion could solely induce a positive change in the refractive index.
The second growth step most likely correlates to component segregation throughout diffusion. The guest with regard to a low molecular weigh serves as diffusing component. The guest component is low refractive index species (LRIS), compared to the host system 16 . As a consequence monomer diffusion results in a negative contribution to the refractive index change (see Fig. 2, line 4) . However, the effect of densification in the course of monomer diffusion may inhibit the second growth step by means of a contribution which, in turn, increases the refractive index. Further investigations on time-and spatially resolved Bragg-angle detuning, providing information on volume deformations, could contribute to entirely explain the grating formation mechanism, including effects of material shrinkage or expansion during diffusion or counterdiffusion of components.
Under the assumptions of the Dn-transition the amplification of the model consists in an additive composition of positive and negative index contrast, each according to equation (2) . Thereby the parameter range expands to {r,s,t 0 } 1,2 , with respect to the positive and the negative Dn-contribution, respectively. The fit-function, presented in Fig. 1 is calculated based on this amplified model. The Grating phase shift. To find evidence for the hypothesis of the Dntransition we implemented a grating phase shift measurement. Suzuki et al. apply phase-shift measurements to identify particle diffusion or counterdiffusion during hologram formation 28 . In our case a change of sign in the refractive index contrast should be accompanied by a grating phase shift of 180 degree (see Fig. 2 , right column: transition from line [3] [4] [5] . For that purpose we observed the interference of the first diffraction order with the transmitted light during the grating formation process. Figure 3 shows the grating phase and the corresponding growth curve on a logarithmic dimensionless time scale. The growth curve in Fig. 3 corresponds to an exposure time of 15 seconds and t T 5 7500 s. The phase shift is clearly visible from Fig. 3 , as well as the coincidence with the depletion time t T . Theoretically it is expected to find the grating phase shift sharply located at the transition point (t 5 1). As apparent from Fig. 3 deviations are caused under real conditions. The grating phase shift in Fig. 3 is located between t 5 0.5 and t 5 2. The fact that the grating phase shift spreads over a period around t 5 1 appears plausible under the assumption that the transition does not happen simultaneously all over the probe beam diameter, according to a dependence on the recording intensity. The grating phase shift measurement corroborates the Dn-transition theory: an initial, light induced, positive change of the refractive index is gradually converted to a negative one, triggered by diffusion of low index species. While the phase shift of 180 degree shows the inversion of the lattice planes (see Fig. 2 
, line 3-5).
Scaling and incomplete null. Having set up and corroborated the theory of a Dn-transition, we prospect for possible consequences regarding the preparation and exposure procedures. Caused by sufficient low recording intensity the so called diffusion-free 
with K the grating vector, D the diffusion coefficient and F half the maximum polymerization rate, this corresponds to slow polymerization, fast diffusion and/or small grating periods. Thus a dependence of the Dn-transition process, particularly of the transition time on the preparation and exposure procedure is expected. First of all the grating vector K can directly be adjusted by means of the exposure geometry. Secondly the diffusion coefficient D is influenced by the material's viscosity, which is aligned through sample preparation 16 . Finally the polymerization rate F depends on the amount of exposure and therewith on the exposure duration. All in all the R parameter and therewith the grating growth can be controlled by means of internal and external influencing factors accessible via preparation and exposure procedures.
Firstly the time period required for the transition is supposed to depend on the grating period. Increasing grating periods should result, with respect to an enlargement of the diffusion length, in an increase of the transition time. Experimental confirmation is given in terms of characteristic growth curves in reference to different grating periods. Figure 4 shows growth curves on logarithmic time scale with grating periods of 140 nm, 2 mm, 3 mm and 7 mm respectively, whereas exposure time was 5 seconds in case of the 2 mm-grating and 15 seconds in all other cases. Very small grating periods, i.e. a high R parameter (Fig. 4 top left) results in a single growth step. The refractive index contrast is presumably negative from the very start of grating growth, with no transition taking place, due to the very short diffusion length. Diametrically opposed to this very large grating periods, i.e. a low R parameter corresponds to an exceedingly pronounced transition (Fig. 4 bottom right) . A stationary balance of positive and negative change of the refractive index seems to last for several minutes before the depletion slowly starts. In between those extreme cases the intermediate behavior constitutes the characteristic two-step growth. Thereby shorter grating periods, lower viscosity and/or short exposure duration, i.e. a high R parameter results in shorter transition time. At the threshold (Fig. 4 top right) the first step of growth is only visible on a double logarithmic scale. A decrease of the R parameter by means of increasing grating periods, longer exposure duration and/or higher viscosity results in prolonged transition (Fig. 4 bottom left) , i.e. increasing transition time. In particular the corresponding transition times for the intermediate growth curves (Fig. 4 top right and bottom left) are 85 s and 4000 s, respectively.
More importantly the material's viscosity should have an impact on the scaling of the Dn-transition by influencing the diffusion coefficient D, what is to be thoroughly investigated. After spincoating the polymer samples are dried on a hotplate. The viscosity depends on the duration of this prebake procedure. Figure 5 shows growth curves on a double logarithmic scale, with samples differing in prebake duration. On the real time scale the extension of the transition time with increasing prebake duration is clearly distinguishable. Thus the experimental results meet the expectations from the Dn-transition theory. Prebake duration was 90, 120 and 180 minutes and transition times are 80, 160 and 600 seconds, respectively.
Another conspicuous feature, readily identifiable from Fig. 5 is an increasingly pronounced incomplete null diffraction at the transition time t T . The depletion of light diffraction is less pronounced, the stronger the diffusion process is assumedly inhibited by higher viscosity. In such a case the Gaussian profile of the exposure beam, thus the intensity-dependence of the transition time, seems no longer negligible. The in-situ measurement of the diffraction efficiency is always average determination over the probe beam diameter. If the intensity-dependence of the polymerization and/or diffusion rate over this diameter results in significantly unequal transition times the average value of the diffraction efficiency is non-zero, with the result of an incomplete null in the growth curve. In this context the data presented in Fig. 6 supports the Dn-transition-theory. It displays the dependence of the transition time and the characteristic of the incomplete null on exposure and prebake duration.
The exposure duration controls the scaling of the transition process. The longer the exposure the later the transition takes place, which can be traced to the increase of the polymerization rate F. Stronger initiation of polymerization requires more diffusion to trigger the transition. The markedness of the correlation depends on the materials viscosity, which is aligned by prebake and in turn determines the diffusion coefficient D. Figure 6 shows that the transition time and the magnitude of the incomplete null is increasing with increasing prebake duration. This is in compliance with the implications from the transition theory, as stated above.
It is also identifiable from Fig. 6 that in case of short prebake duration the dependence on exposure duration is weak. While with increasing prebake duration the dependence on exposure duration is increasing. This supports the exposed assumptions on the intensitydependence of the transition process.
Discussion
In conclusion we reveal potential impact of living polymerization. In course of the grating formation process a positive change of the refractive index contrast on a molecular level and the negative contribution due to component segregation seem to act as competing effects, taking place on overlapping time scales with the result of characteristic two-step growth curves. The indicator to be observed optically is a function of the absolute value of a material property. Thus it provides information only on the amount of the causal processes, not on their individual directions. Whereas the sign of the refractive index contrast is irrelevant for diffractive issues, it becomes particularly important with regard to integrated optics. The intrinsically negative refractive index contrast notwithstanding, wave guide functions are still feasible. In fact such a local positive change, caused by inhibited diffusion, can be realized in terms of nonsinusoidal refractive index profiles 16 and might be amplified utilizing the transition effects described here. The dependence of the grating growth on internal and external influencing factors is described. Altogether the presented results provide instruments to control hologram formation and demonstrate the potential of optical techniques as analytical methods. We compile the theory of a Dn-transition, assumedly triggered by a predominance of low index species diffusion, accommodating experimental results and system design.
Methods
Our investigations are based on the recording and analysis of one-dimensional, plane-wave volume holograms of both transmission-and reflection type. The holographic exposure setup features two freely propagating recording beams (405 nm) plus an in-situ part for real-time observation of the grating formation. Details on sample preparation and hologram recording are given in Ref. 16 . The in-situ part consists of a first order Bragg-matched 633 nm HeNe laser and a position sensitive device (PSD) as photodetector.
